Housing answers demand for outhouses

By Bubba Lightweight
Three Buds and he hits the floor

In a surprising move last week, University [sic] of Georgia administrators agreed to student demands to add new outhouses near the historic barnyard dormitories. The administrative decision culminates two weeks of protests by students and emergency meetings of administrators and student leaders.

“This is a victory for the student body,” said Undergraduate Student Body President Jericho McSwain. “The administrators knowingly we was willing to bust out a can of whoop-ass on this issue. The outhouses is necessary for us students to preserve our way of live.”

Student unrest regarding the outhouse shortage began late last year when housing increased the number of cousins allowed in each dorm.

In addition to the main occupants, two cousins can live in the traditional wooden shack-style dorms, three can reside in the outhouse and four can live in the trailer-style housing.

According to Housing officials, the number of students who took advantage of this new allowance shocked them.

“McDonald’s slaps students with lawsuit

By Bubba Reddavet
Better change the sheets

A group of U[ sic]GA fast food majors recently attempted to start up their own company, just as McDonald’s had already passed security once but returned to the terminal to find a lost camera. The way back to his gate, the security breach occurred.

“At the events of last Friday prove, navigators’ airport security was a frightening experience for individuals who aren’t used to large crowds or complicated machinery,” Smith said.

“If we need to do more to protect our students, we will do what it takes,” said McSwain.

In addition to the other people and numerous machines, not being able to read or follow simple instructions can also pose a serious threat to U[ sic]GA travelers.

“The first time I went in that there place, I was like, dang, I ain’t never seen so many lights and colors and buttons,” said Susie Singleton, a junior Pre-marriage major.

“I about went cross-eyed when I walked in the building. It took me two hours to find my plane, and they didn’t have no place for me to park my tractor either.”

Few U[ sic]GA students or alumni travel by airplane, instead choosing cheaper and less intimidating forms of transportation such as skateboards, bicycles, horses, and covered wagons. Pickup trucks are especially popular among the more affluent sectors of the U[ sic]GA alumni base.

According to The Brainwasher, many U[ sic]GA students are intimidated by the airport security process.

QB hospitalised after jacket eating

By Bubba Needlidust
Will do livestick

The U[ sic]GA Community was shocked yesterday after an attempt by U[ sic]GA Quarterback Dave Greene to eat live yellow jacket landed him in the hospital. The quarterback had wanted to show his school spirit by “killin’ a few of them jackets before the game,” said a student who watched the player’s demonstration along with a crowd of fellow students.

“The warning on the container didn’t say anything about eating them,” said Greene on a hospital bed after the multitude of stings in his mouth and on his face were treated.

According to accounts from other members of the crowd, Greene had puffed a container of live yellow jackets from the School of Agriculture. He then trekked to Tate Center, where he announced his demonstration, placed his mouth near the lid of the container, and released the insects after the container was vacuumed.

“How else are they gonna fly out?” Greene reportedly explained.

The crowd knew something had gone wrong when Greene’s screams for an ambulance tapered off into silence as he fell to the floor.

“At first, we didn’t do anything. You know how they ate athletic types are always screaming and holdin’ about how they’re gonna kick this team and that team in the behind,” said Greta Bertha Jameson III, a Management of Animal Notarizations (MOM) major.

“The yellow jackets Greene dealt with had this pointy thing on their [abdomens] that’s sharp enough to pierce even human skin and inject a venom,” said Dr. Kevin Orkien, a physician within U[ sic]GA’s Health Center who was first to respond to the scene.

“Apparently, Greene was a tad bit aller- dary the venom that the yellow jackets injected. There’s no doubt that those bastards at Tech were up to it. Who else would engineer such a horrible, horrible defense mechanism?”

Orkien refused statements that such an engineer “may have occurred in nature. It’s just malicious,” said Orkien, “why would nature be so mean?”

See Greene, page 4

TO HELL WITH GEORGIA

University [sic] to require airport security procedures after Bulldog fans closes Hartsfield for hours Friday

Officials to educate students on airport security procedures after Bulldog fan closes Hartsfield for hours Friday

The University [sic] of Georgia has incorporated a new class titled “Airport Security Basics: A Prac- tical Approach” into its required core curriculum, according to Register Bubba Lou Smith. The course will be taught as part of the wildly popular LifeSkills program, which already includes “How Not To Piss On Your Hands,” “Cow Milking 101,” and “Buck Like a Doog: Ten Tips for Success from Uga Vl.”

Administrators expect demand for the new class to be heavy, citing heightened global concerns over air- port security.

“We don’t want none of our boys forgetting to leave their shotguns in their gun rack and gettin’ thrown in jail. We mean, defendin’ yer home or property is the law, but I’d sure hate for a U[ sic]GA alum to get time all because of a simple mis- understanding,” U[ sic]GA spokesman Bubba Brainwasher said.

Image concerns stemming from an ugly incident at Hartsfield Inter- national Airport have caused a publi- c relations nightmare for the University [sic]. Last Friday morn- ing U[ sic]GA fans attempting to catch a flight to Memphis to attend the game against the University of Mississippi violated security when he went down an up escalator to head towards his gate.

That’s when I told my boss, that’s gonna kick this team and that team in the behind,” said Greta Bertha Jameson III, a Management of Animal Notarizations (MOM) major.

The yellow jackets Greene dealt with had this pointy thing on their [abdomens] that’s sharp enough to pierce even human skin and inject a venom,” said Dr. Kevin Orkien, a physician within U[ sic]GA’s Health Center who was first to respond to the scene.

“Apparently, Greene was a tad bit aller- dary the venom that the yellow jackets injected. There’s no doubt that those bastards at Tech were up to it. Who else would engineer such a horrible, horrible defense mechanism?”

Orkien refused statements that such an engineer “may have occurred in nature. It’s just malicious,” said Orkien, “why would nature be so mean?”

See Greene, page 4
Officials forced to cancel Christmas

By Mary Jane Drinckalot

Where’s the Bud?

University of Georgia President Michael Adams cancelled Christmas along with all of its festivities following a massive and uneventful search for three wise men and a virgin.

The holiday search began after last year’s wise men moved to Atlanta to attend Georgia Tech after realizing the only career opportunities available for graduates of UGA were chicken breeding and cow-tipping rescuers (a.k.a knocking them over the head with big rocks and serving them for dinner). Search teams were compiled beginning early September after the freshmen at UGA had arrived and settled in to their state-of-the-art housing; this year they have run traps. The hunters, men and women alike, were all hoping to catch a virgin of their very own and were very disappointed when Adams made the announcement that an old-fashioned virgin hunt was a waste of time.

I’d like to thank ya’ll for makin’ me proud by bringin’ yer families a change to find no virgins,” said Adams. “I just kint let ya do it.”

Some protested Adams’ decision are preemptive.

The President didn’t hardly give us a chance to find no virgins,” said Jethro McSwain, Student Body President. “I is sure we coulda found a girl—or at least a cow or chicken—who coulda been the Virgin Mary, but I can’t even recollect a man that can do that.”

The search effort left no rock unturned as each male student at UGA was forced through a rigorous testing procedure of spelling the word “Cat” and “Hat” and writing the numbers 1-4 forwards and backwards.

To relieve themselves on the President’s lawn, and chant obscenities until the Adams agreed to intervene.

McSwain seemed pleased with the outcome.

“We was happy we was all able to sit down and talk about the issue without too much fightin’, cursin’, or spittin’,” said McSwain.

“I believe these new outhouses will solve the shortage for a while, and hopefully in the future, Housing will improve its facilities before it increases the number of cousins.”

Graduate Studies at the Medical College of Georgia

The Medical College of Georgia (MCG) is one of the nation’s leading institutions in the biomedical sciences.

MCG offers graduate and postdoctoral programs in many areas of biomedical science, including the front line in conquering disease. Graduate programs also are available in nursing and allied health sciences, including distance learning programs throughout the state enabling students to earn their advanced degrees without relocating to Augusta.

Visit our Web site, www.mcg.edu/gradstud, to learn more about graduate studies at MCG, or visit www.mcg.edu/students/gradpgms to apply. The future of your dreams can begin today.

Housing

Though McSwain attempted to settle the issue with University administrators without resorting to organized protests, Housing officials refused to meet with the four-fingered student leader.

“It took us students organizing and coming together to get the job done,” said McSwain.

Throughout the last week, students protested by blocking streets with pick-up trucks, burning scarecrows, and firing shotguns into the air.

The largest demonstration took place on Friday, when students carried an outhouse door from the housing area to the residence of University [sic] President Michael Adams. They proceeded to burn the door, believe themselves on the President’s lawn, and chant obscenities until the Adams agreed to intervene.

Adams met with McSwain, McDonald, and other Housing officials and student leaders from the Concerned Cousins of UGA to broker the agreement.

Over the next year four new outhouses will be added to bring the total of available outdoor facilities to 12.

McSwain seemed pleased with the outcome.

“I was happy we was all able to sit down and talk about the issue without too much fightin’, cursin’, or spinnin’,” said McSwain.

“I believe these new outhouses will solve the shortage for a while, and hopefully in the future, Housing will improve its facilities before it increases the number of cousins.”
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20 PERCENT OF SUN DAMAGE OCCURS BEFORE AGE 18.

Exposure to the Sun can prematurely age, disfigure, even kill. Today, every hour, someone will die of skin cancer. Protect Yourself. Protect Your Kids While They’re Still Kids. Use Sunscreen. Seek Shade.
New fast food, ag internships available

University [sic] considers change to team colors

University [sic] of Georgia officials announced this week that they are considering changing the school’s traditional colors of red and black to the more practical camouflage and orange.

"Many of our fans and alumni feel that changing the colors would save them money and showers. They could wear their colors to the game on Saturdays and then hunting on Sunday," said U[sic]GA President Michael Adams.

Alumnus gives record donation to Ag School

In the largest non-athletic gift of U[sic]GA’s Capital and Carrell Campaign, Alumnus Billy Ray Bottomlicker, a local farmer, donated three of his largest and prettiest dairy cows to the School of Agriculture late last week.

"I want this skool to grow into the greatest center for cow teknology, prepare for the more practical camoflage and orange."

Cousins for safer sex band together, looks for members

One of U[sic]GA’s newest student organizations, Cousins For Safer Sex (CFSS) is seeking members. If you are interested in preventing venereal diseases while engaging in incest, this might be the organization for you. Only first-cousin partners will be accepted into the organization.

"He’s the only one we know who can make me love him."

The School of Agriculture plans to use the cows to teach students proper milking, grooming, and love-making techniques.

Know what’s happening? We don’t. Tell us.

In Person! Danny Coulson

Monday, Nov. 26, 7pm

Student Center Ballroom

Meet the founder and former director of the FBI anti-terrorist task force. Book signing will follow program. FREE for GT students with current ID. $3 GT faculty/staff, $5 others.

Options Extravaganza

Tuesday, Nov. 27, 2001

7:00pm, Student Center Ballroom

Enjoy a FREE demonstration of dance, musical, and other skills offered in Options courses.

Sponsor: Options Committee

Weekly Activities

In Person! Danny Coulson

Monday, Nov. 26, 7pm

Student Center Ballroom

Meet the founder and former director of the FBI anti-terrorist task force. Book signing will follow program. FREE for GT students with current ID. $3 GT faculty/staff, $5 others.

Volunteers Needed

Would you like to earn two graduate degrees in two years? Would you like to increase your starting salary by $20K? Would you like to be on the fast track to management? Would you like to start your own company?

The Colleges of Business Administration and Engineering at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville are pleased to present an innovative dual degree program that will permit students to obtain an MBA and an MS in Engineering Science, Industrial Engineering or Mechanical Engineering in two years.

UT’s dual degree program is designed to educate graduates who become change agents—engineers with a strong knowledge of business, product development, and manufacturing who know how to integrate this knowledge to achieve continuous improvement in all aspects of a firm.

Two uniquely integrated concentrations are offered to prepare graduates who desire a career leading to a management or technical leadership position in an organization. Students can follow a concentration in Product Development and Manufacturing (PDM) or Manufacturing Systems Engineering (MSE). Multidisciplinary teams of students will work in an "industry like" project management mode to take a new product from a concept stage to the marketing stage.

Why should you consider UT’s dual degree program?

√ The MBA degree takes 17 months to complete. It only takes 7 more months to get your MS engineering degree – it will position you for an excellent career and significantly increase your starting salary!

√ UT’s dual degree program is the only one in the nation where you get to work with other engineering majors to develop a real product. It is a "real world" experience!

For more information and application procedure visit our web site at http://www.engr.utk.edu/ms-mba/ or send an email to ms-mba@utk.edu.

Interview, page 4

Options Committee

Hypnotist: Tom Deluca

Friday, Nov. 30, 2001

8:00pm, Student Center Ballroom

Sponsor: Special Events and SAC

Movies Shown All Day in Hizzu Hat Area

Nov. 26 - 2 "In & Out"

Dec. 3 - 9 "Clueless"
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McD

said: “Ain’t we allowed to do some of that democracy stuff around here?” “MacDonald’s is a real original name. We ain’t cheating off theirs,” said another representative from the student-group.

Further details surrounding the complex matter weren’t disclosed because they were just too complex for any of us to understand. However, U[sic]GA administrators claim that this intellectual property dispute won’t last very long since McDonald’s has the money to win the case without much difficulty.

In fact, a local court has already issued an injunction to hear the formal dispute next month. When asked how they felt about the rapidness of the injunction, the students gave a puzzled look and said in unison, “We already got our shots before college.”

Intern

“I think I am ready to move on to specialty shakes like the Frosty. My internship at Wendy’s will let me,” said Jimmy Taylor, Fast Food Major.

of Agriculture are exposed to laboratory work in chicken plucking, cow milking, and tractor repairing early in their academic careers. These skills make U[sic]GA students attractive as both interns and future farm employees.

“Ain’t we allowed to do some of that democracy stuff around here?” “MacDonald’s is a real original name. We ain’t cheating off theirs,” said another representative from the student-group.

Further details surrounding the complex matter weren’t disclosed because they were just too complex for any of us to understand. However, U[sic]GA administrators claim that this intellectual property dispute won’t last very long since McDonald’s has the money to win the case without much difficulty.

In fact, a local court has already issued an injunction to hear the formal dispute next month. When asked how they felt about the rapidness of the injunction, the students gave a puzzled look and said in unison, “We already got our shots before college.”

Celebrate The Holidays

with the

GEORGIA TECH MUSIC DEPARTMENT

at the Robert Ferst Center for the Arts

Handel’s Messiah

Tuesday, November 29, 2001 • 8:00pm

Pre concert talk at 7:30pm

featuring the

Georgia Tech Choral, Chamber Choir and Orchestra

Music of the Season

Thursday, December 4, 2001 • 8:00pm

featuring the

Georgia Tech Choral, Symphonic Band Orchestra and Jazz Ensemble

Handel’s Messiah $15 (Students $10)

Music of the Season $10 (Students $5)
Bulldog Nation fails in attempt to join U.N.

By Coffee Ain’t None Secretary General

Recently, U[sic]GA Poultry Science Junior Gomer Dawkins had an excellent notion, as he and his friends contemplated the wonder of being members of the beloved Bulldog Nation. “Why, we’re a nation ain’t we? We should join the Yoo-nyted Nations,” Dawkins mused. To celebrate the idea, he and his friends ordered another round.

Jeb’s girlfriend Bobby Sue Dawkins cheered her boyfriend. “Oh, he is so smarta. I don’t know much about these United Nations, but I reckon this is Gomer’s best idea since he put a gun rack in the back of his Ford Ranger.”

While tailgating before the Auburn game, Dawkins shared his idea with many other U[sic]GA students and alumni, who praised the notion.

Security from page 1

by the loud noises produced by airplane engines.

“Our students is used to lots of loud things—like tractor engines, rooster crows, and pig squeals, but they ain’t never heard nuthin’ like an airplane,” said Brainwasher. U[sic]GA students agree that there are many barriers that prevent them from understanding the world of airports.

“Dome planes are, like, so loud and with all those crashes lately and how darned pricey the tickets are, I’d just as soon stay home and drink beer,” Bubba McFly, an Agricultural Engineering alumna, said.

In addition to aiding students handle airport security, the class will also help students navigate other types of security checkpoints, such as the ones planned for the upcoming Georgia Tech vs. U[sic]GA football game at Bobby Dodd Stadium in Atlanta.

“Most of students have never been to a big city like Atlanta. We want them to stay safe and not get arrested or nuthin’,” they been cracking down since all the terrorism stuff, said Brainwasher.

Coolers, sawed-off shotguns, and barnyard animals are among the list of prohibited items.

We’re encouraging U[sic]GA fans to leave firearms, alcohol, and livestock at home for this game, even though they may be used to having such items at Stanford Stadium in Athens, said Bob Hartey of Georgia Tech’s Institute Communications and Public Affairs.

I wish the Bulldog Nation had been able to join the United Nations. I wish we had our own nation. We could take over that there Afghani stan place and Heresh Walker could be the King and Vince Dooley could be Vice-King. Ray Goff and Mike Bobo can be the jokers.

Prohibited Items

The following are prohibited at Tech’s Bobby Dodd Stadium: Alcohol Bookbags Umbrellas Glass bottles Shotguns Cows Goats Dangis Tractors Insecticide Mullets

Disclaimers: A U[sic]GA fan actually shut down Hartsfield Airport last Friday in an attempt to get to Memphis.

GREEN’S BASKETBALL

BADGERS?! WE DON’T NEED NO STINKING BADGERS!

Gr vs. Wisconsin

Wednesday, Nov. 28 at 7 p.m.

Live on ESPN. Bring a sign. Go nuts.

THE FIRST 200 STUDENTS WILL RECEIVE ADMISSION TO THE NEW FLOOR ENDZONE RISERS!
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U(sic)GA students get smarter everyday

Hey. I found this typewriter under one of the legs of the table in our dinning room/barn. My mama was using it to keep the table straight. Anyway, I thought I would use it to write a letter to your newspaper. Every year y'all write about how dumm U(sic)GA people are, and y'all think y'all are so really funny.

Well y'all are not. We are smart, just like y'all. More even. I would not be using sophisticated equipment such as this typewriter right here that I am typing on if I was not an intellectual.

I even bought a pair of glasses the other day. When I put them on I look really smart. Sometimes me and my friends even hang out in coffee shops and even sometimes we go into stores that have books and we look at those books, even the ones without pictures of nekkid people in them.

This means that we are smart like y'all are smart even though y'all don't think that we are smart and y'all think that it is funny to say that we are not smart when we really are smart like I have just said we are smart.

With our big football game coming up I wanted to say that we are going to beat you so bad. I can't remember our new coach's name, but he is a good one. He wears visors all the time. So we are gonna win by a lot. Therefore, because we are going to win that means that y'all are going to lose.

It is time for my supper time now so I have to go put this typewriter back under the table so that we can eat so that our food does not fall off of the table because if it falls off the table then the pigs eat it.

I just wanted to let y'all know how it really is at U(sic)GA. We are not so dumm as y'all think and we are even really smart. And we are gonna win so much football in the game this weekend. So y'all just know we are gonna win and we are smart.

Bo C. Fuss
bigfuss81@hickmail.com
Athens does not prepare kids for busy world of airport

Everybody  “I’ll take a cow any day.”
we don’t
bout your fancy airports. Well ...
cuss me! Them teachers here on
the farm is too busy learnin us
bout importent thangs like milkin
cows, fixin tractors, drinkin Bud,
and kissin ur cuzins. Screw them
planes. Thats for dorks up at
Tech to do. I’ll take a cow any day!

U(sic)GA’s culturally elite are ready for some football

Yall mite be “I gots all my
t’stuff then
Garga, but
sum fut balls!! I’m onlyforth trie at
remeedyal countin’-techer won’t let me
use my tose. My wif, Cindy Joe Betty Ford
Chevrolet Daimler Chrysler say sheel
up n’ leave me eff I don’t stop sleepin
with my pig. But that don’ matter non
nuthin’ at all. I gots all my teeth. I kin
gets me any wommin i’z wantin’
As long as she’s got black pants.
’n she’s cute lyk my cuzin.
**Question of the week**

“What is your idea of a perfect date?”

- **Goat Boy**
  Food Processing, Sophomore
  “Watching the sunset in an open field while chewing on some quality grass.”

- **Worta Hogg**
  Nutrition, Junior
  “Just rolling around in the mud all night.”

- **Bertha Bovine**
  Poultry Engineering, Freshman
  “Going to Chick-Fil-A and then strolling along the side of the road.”

- **Cock Adoodle**
  Beer Drinker, 4th yr. Senior
  “Staying up all night talking and then crowing with the morning sun.”

---

**CLASSY-FIEDS**

“These fieds have got some class!”

**EVENTS**

Cabbage n’ Tater festival
Hastings, Fl.

Mud boggin tickets
Friday! Friday! Friday! Truck! Truck! Truck!

**FOR SAYL**

Bait

Racoon meat more than twice a week.

Bugsda ‘worms, little fished, and assorted rodents. Good fer fisatchin’ and feedin’ the younguns too. Can’t Fed N’ Fo, down by the river.

Doublewides
Guaranteed not to blow away in the storm. Won’t tip over. Reel nice wood inside. Reasonable prices. Come see our big selection on the highway.

I wanna sells my wife
She’s real purty and got most of her teeth. Little dudes don’t come askin. Only $5 and hour cause we need the dough. She’ll make you supper too. Down on the corner.

Bark Around the Farm

Goat Boy

Watching the sunset in an open field while chewing on some quality grass.

Worta Hogg

Just rolling around in the mud all night.

Bertha Bovine

Going to Chick-Fil-A and then strolling along the side of the road.

Cock Adoodle

Staying up all night talking and then crowing with the morning sun.

My kids smell
See previous ad.

Ritein’

Need papers for thesis. Want A. Will pay up to $5, my life savin’. You gotta help me.

**PERSONALS**

SWM
How much will take anything. Really. Anything. I’m not picky. Please please call me. I don’t smell anymore. 555-LOREM.

Are you done with your cow?
SEM needs a faithful life partner for goodtime and companionship. Must. Come find me and you really won’t be sorry. I’ll be down around the sorority houses.

SWF seek meaningful relationship wih barnyard livestock. Yes. Only livestock can truly satisfy the deep aches inside of me. Don’t find me, I’ll find you.

Family members
I think I’ve been looking fer love in all the wrong places. ow I’m only askin’ for family members. Must be a first cousin or closer. Callin’all Cunsthe.

MWM
Married former look fer new wife cause I’m tired of the old one. Must be able to cook lots of food and mild cows reel quick. Yous also needs to clean me cause I’m party fat. I live out-by the dump. Drive straight ahead and you’ll see my shack. You’ll like it out there. I just got me a outhouse.

Party Dawgs
Need two or three new dawgs for my pen. hunting skills a must. females only. There’s not eough filth in the pen yet.

Lookin’ for a fella
I’m a very vibrant young lady lookin’ for a fella to take me out for some fancy dancin’ and eatin’ and huntin’. I got me my own gun and I got me some money so you won’t have to bring much. A few requests. Please don’t be missing more than five teeth and please have seven out of ten.

Bait

I don’t want to shoot him. Sanry.
A parasitic relationship makes UGA happy

Tech students suffer as a plethora of intellectually void University of Georgia students invade campus on an degree exchange program initiated by Tech President Wayne G. Clough and UGA President Michael Adams.

By G. Indulam
I love my man...

In a gesture of goodwill, Georgia Tech and the University of Georgia announced on Monday that the two schools will sponsor an exchange program between several majors. At a joint news conference the two schools detailed a plan where students and faculty would participate in an exchange program between the less prestigious departments at UGA. Administrators from both schools beamed with pride. "Consider the fat cut," said University of Georgia President and owner of a successful religious jewelry outlet more, Michael Adams. Effective immediately, professors and students from a number of the less prestigious colleges at UGA will enroll in departments at Tech in the hopes that the individuals involved will be able to be given a new an education that will be useful to their future.

Officials at both institutions are working around the clock to insure the process goes as quickly and smoothly as possible. Tech Registrar, Jo McVet, said of the operation, "We hope to get the last of them in by Thursday, have them eating with their hands by Friday and bunkering down by Sunday night.

Georgia Tech Director of Admissions, Deborah Smith, shared UGA’s optimism for a quick matriculation. "We're going to be leaving. I'm not asking this fall when they found that they would be displaced for spring 2002.

At a joint news conference the two presidents announced to the media that the plan was "We're going to be leaving. I'm not asking..." Adams. "I also want to be matriculation. I'd also like to ask the College of Education, which includes the School of Health and Human Resources, the School of Leadership and Lifelong Learning, the School of Professional Studies and the School of Teacher Education, to please pack up its things and be gone before five o'clock. Four o'clock if it wants to beat the rush on the connector," President Adams of Georgia again took the floor to say "We're going to be leaving. I'm not asking..."

After tanking half the useless degree programs at the University of Georgia, President, Michael Adams decided to ship off his annoying and perpetually on parole students to Georgia Tech in search of a real education.

By George Cantgetajob / UNEMPLOYMENT OFFICE

The mass exodus of women in Athens leave University of Georgia fraternity guys perplexed. Women agree that Stan, the Saint Bernard pictured above, brings more to a relationship than most sober UGA men.

By Kimberly Bliek
Contributing Writer

For the first time in history, Athens men have finally realized the sad truth: Athens guys have ABS otherwise known as Athens Bastard Syndrome. ABS has been a part of the University of Georgia campus for quite some time.

Dr. Jeff Martin, Director of Georgia's Student Health Center said, "A combination of beer, cockiness, and stupidity causes ABS. The only cure is for men to gain brain cells, and well, as long as there are fraternities here, I don’t know if we can stop the epidemic..."

ABS causes men to become delusional and live in a fantasy world where they are "God's ultimate gift to women."

Martin explains that once a man becomes afflicted with ABS, the only way to stop is to give up beer and study.

Until recently, though, the women have been left to grope their way around the way things are. "Until I went to Georgia Tech, I did not know that it was okay for a woman to dress in fancy clothes, and play dumb in order to land a man, after...

The Pound takes UGA down

Uga was sadly put to sleep last night after his sixth attempt to hump the leg of Michael Adams, President of UGA. Uga was clubbed at six a.m. this morning. Read the play by play inside.

The comparative advantage of literacy

University of Georgia Department of Housing runs into legal problems by overestimating the capabilities of her own students

By Immune Tumet
That daggum letter

University of Georgia officials decided last Thursday that they would go through with renovations on Myers Hall despite a petition signed by over 300 of its residents. The Director of Housing met with students to discuss the issue after receiving a petition against the proposed changes, which would require students to vacate the premises.

According to officials, Myers residents have not been informed of the planned renovation since January 31, and when students received their housing contracts over the summer, they were reminded three times beforehand of the plans.

Then why the complaints, you ask? If students have known about these proposed renovations for so long why would they all of a sudden make a huge stink over having to move out? The answer is simple: Apparently Housing overestimated the students’ literacy when they sent out the letters. Many of the students who are being vacated were not able to read the notices that were sent to them. "Unfortunately, we incorrectly assumed all of our students could read,” said Director of Housing Sandra Wazisoki. "The crayon signatures should have clued us off, but we gave them the benefit of the doubt. Now they’re trying to sue on the grounds of emotional distress. Can you believe that? Reading does not cause emotional distress.“

Many of the students who received these notices were unable to read them, and were not with a big shock this fall when they found that they would be displaced for spring 2002.

"Well, daggum, they just taught us the alphabet in English 1100. How do they expect us to understand all their fancy words in there housing letters. That’s just too high an expectation,” said Poultry Science sophomore, Jim-Bob L. Literate, one of the students protesting the renovation.

"I never got that daggum letter. I never could figure out how to work them dang numbers on my P, O, box, so I don’t check my mail,” said Bobby Sue Fester, a tenth-year senior resident of Myers. Counting numbers and remembering them is also something that these students have been struggling with.

Over 250 residents will be displaced as a result of the renovation. "I don’t know what I’m gonna do about next semester. Ima gonna be here for a really long time, and me and Cousin Janie got a little one on the way in March. How are we gonna support the poor little guy," protested Bobba icing Read, a third-year freshman Meas-Packing major.

"All the good trailer parks around here are taken," complained Erez Inbed. "I can’t deal with them fancy apartments with their daggum inside plumbers.

Housing has promised to aid students who cannot find on-campus housing in order to move out as soon as possible. They are contacting all of the trailer parks in three surrounding counties and trying to secure deals with many of the owners. "I already bafta worry about passing Honors Telephone Operating. Now I have to find a place to live in the Spring. Housing sux," protested Literate.

"They have to make that make that much of a difference to them anyway. I wish Maw and Paws would have let me have the how to read that I knew about this, but it’s ok. I can just move into Cousin Billy Bob’s trailer. It’ll give me a place to park my racin,” said Billy Jane Dawkins.

Many of these students were excited that their stories were being told in this article, but it will not make that make much of a difference to them because they will not be able to read it anyway.

The renovation is scheduled to begin on December 15, 2001, and Housing will close off the entire south wing and some of the central rooms. Myers is estimated to be reopened in fall 2003.
podium to announce additional cuts. “First off, Turf and Grass Management is gone, that goes without saying. Ceramics undergrads, you don’t have to go home but you can’t stay here. And finally to the Forestry Department, we have a giant bear to protect us from forest fires, what good could you possibly do.”

The announcement sent shock waves through the student body at both schools. Jimmy Hanger, a School of Environmental Design major at UGA said, “Oh no! Two years of research on Napoleonic sewers down the drain! Ha! Sewer research down the drain. Heh, heh, actually that’s pretty funny if you think about it.”

Emotions ran high in Athens as David Philch, a fifth year ceramics major said, “What’s a shock wave?” Internet message boards have been filled with outraged posts. “I’m double majoring in Poultry Science and Dairy Science! What am I supposed to do? This is the darkest day in the College of Agriculture since they started growing seedless watermelons in tubes,” said Jesse Philips.

Georgia Tech was anxious to help UGA by offering to sponsor the opening of an Industrial Design Department at the University but Athens officials declined the offer. “Just stay inside the lines” UGA Art Director, Sammy Reed, said. “We got enough longhairs runnin’ round the 40 Watt Club without a buncha t-square totin’, free lovers showing up.”

Likewise, a congress of Tech Deans voted down a proposal to let Agricultural Engineers from UGA. A professor close to the proceedings cited difficulties with the “logistics of trying to get parking permits for all those tractors” as the main reason behind the denial.

Many students at Tech were stunned on Monday to find hordes of J.M. Tull School of Accounting students filing into the Dupree College of Management. When asked why the Dupree College of Management wasn’t just shipped off to Athens a department head replied, “I’m not sure if you’re aware of this but nearly three dozens bars, nightclubs and liquor stores in midtown and Buckhead rely on UGA students for their business’s income. In the end, the community just needs UGA students too much.”

Former UGA Turf and Grass Management students have been taking in the sights, sounds and indoor plumbing around Atlanta. Tech arranged a visit to the Georgia Dome. Upon entering the dome an ex-Georgia student joyously exclaimed before blacking out, “Shazam! The motherload!” Chaperone Sheila Gunter described the new students’ enthusiasm for synthetic sod, “Bil! Get that out of your mouth this instant!”
Heading home for the unemployment holiday

By Durt E. Pete

“Yeah I Kiss Piggie”

The horrible stuff that’s been going on in the economy is killing us folks at U[sic]GA. Some of us have been losing allowance money at the family farm, some have been laid-off by almost every major fast food chain in the country, and some of us can’t even buy our maws any beer for her birthday. Are we wrecks or what?

Students are finding it harder and harder and even more harder to meet their basic necessities in life. “Dis mullet of mine has grown too dang long, for pete’s sakes,” one student, who wished to remain anonymous, said. “Doggonit, I can’t ev’n get a haircut and not worry about not having any money left.”

What’s more, co-op opportunities at some of the finest garbage collection agencies (at one time one of the more lucrative areas where U[sic]GA students could enter) are now becoming one of the scarcest industries in which they can get hired.

As a result of the lagging economy, Georgia students are more tempted now then ever before to sell off their prized assets, primarily in the form of their gold teeth, cattle, poultry, and sod.

However, numerous professors are advising the students to hold onto these valuables as long as possible for they may grow with value as the economy strengthens over time.

“My ol’ Bessie sure’d have a cow if I let her know that I was gunna sell her. For the sake of keeping our pets happy, we gotta keep ‘em. All that milk would sure as heck be our biggest asset in this kind of economy,” Dr. Ben Skunked, a professor in the School of Milking Technologies and Marketing, said.

On the other end of the horse, some feel that a greater circulation of money would be the only way to benefit the economy. “We ain’t seen nothin’ in this dang economy. I tell ya, we’ve gotta buy as much as we can to keep our-selves alive around this necka the woods. For one, buy alostra hot dogs. That’ll keep everyone happy. And they have great nutritional value. Hell, I’ve only lost one tooth this month and that’s pretty good considerin’ I’ve only got four left,” said one man, who only referred to himself as the Hot Dog Man.

In addition, economics professors are encouraging students to enroll in some of the upper-level stock market analysis courses designed to help them accurately predict if the market is going up or down.

Since numbers seem to confuse most University of Georgia students, professors will instead concentrate on teaching them the difference between a “thumbs-up” and a “thumbs-down,” sign and when each is used to give the clearest picture of how the economy is faring.

Other graduates, however, are continuing to stay with their parents and work on the farm until the economy does better and they can then pursue employment elsewhere.

Job Hunting Tips:

1. Literacy increases your marketability.
2. Don’t have the first beer until after 1 1/2 a.m.
3. Don’t tell the interviewer you married your first cousin.
4. Don’t mail your house, attached to the F-150, to the interview.
5. Bathe
6. Brush your teeth.
7. Remember, no shirt, no shoes, no service.
8. The interviewer is not interested in the fact that you can fit your fist in your mouth.
9. Soliciting sex acts is not flattering to most female interviewers.
10. Only one negative per sentence.
11. Your rap sheet is not an accolade.
12. Demonstrate your strengths like the fastest pizza delivery time.
13. Webbed feet is a genetic mutation; it does not demonstrate your uniqueness.
14. If a monkey intervenes before you, give it up, its all over.
15. Come on, you go to UGA, you’ll never get a job.
The first sign of change was when Mary Elizabeth Turner-Bedford turned down Bubba Bridges' request for a date. Bridges walked up to Turner-Bedford in tight blue jeans, a "Charleston Heston is my Presi-
dent" t-shirt, and his mullet all flicked back, and said "Hey there 'lil lady, how 'bout we go a cow tippin' and then do a little hay riding in the back of my Z-71 later."

To his surprise, Turner-Bedford slapped him, and then told Bridges that she wanted someone who was smart, and sensitive to her needs. "Now that's the part that really threw me. I had to beat them off with a stick," said Bobby Lee Miller.

Despite the recent shortage of women, the men still refuse to compromise their standards. "I want a real nice southern lady, one that knows how to please a man, none of those Yankee girls that wear shoes. I want my woman to know how to cook grits and catfish fingers. Plus, I can't stand girls with opinions ei-	her. I'd want opinions, I can listen to the radio. And my woman can't be smart. I have a brain, she doesn't need one too" said Rusty McFar-
land. Some refuse to place the blame on themselves. "Yeah, know, this whole ABS thing is a myth. My Poppa went to Georgia, and was drunk every night but he still met my mom-
"
That Can o’ Whoopass is a real good movie, believe you me.

By Billy Be Bob Brain
Movie Writer-Abouter

Title: Can o’ Whoopass
Director: Bill Dickin
Studio/By North by Northwest Pictures
MPAA Rating: R
Starring: Phoebe Monetleone, Michael Mohn,
Larry Karcher, Dud Schumacher
Rating: ★★★★★

So I drove my big ‘ol truck over yonder to dat there movie theatre (ya know, on the other side of town by the UGA [go Dawgs] varsity hog-tying and tuck-bogging stadium) slapped down my 8 bucks to see one of ‘em new fangled “motion picture.” Now, I ain’t never seen no “movie” before, ‘cuz growing up on da farm the only thing to do was get drunk and go cow-tippin’ and roll around in da mud, but someone done told me dat it be fun.

There were 3 different mov- ies showin’ at the UGA [go Dawgs] Super-Multiplex, but I only got to go to one of them with my Phoebe. I decided to go to the one dat was called Can o’ Whoopass. I done chose dat one ‘cuz I always talk ‘bout open- ing up a can of whoop ass right before I give somebody a good wallowin’—I stopped at that there counter-dinin’ to pick up something to eat during the show. I picked me up a can of chewin’ tobacco, some chitlins, and a Coke with some of them “fancy Air-o-planes.”

By Bessie the Cow / BOVINE PUBLICATIONS

I found me a seat, and started eatin’ my chick- en gizzards. Oh how I love those gizards. I had done gone back to the lobby to get more of them “cans of whoop ass” like this one time he gets knocked out of the ring into the crowd, and into the lap of this one old guy. He borrows the dentures of the old guy, jumps back in the ring, and starts wailing on that old guy.

How bringing the one-armed man to justice has anything to do with Cinnamon Toast Crunch is beyond me… it must be one of those artsy-fartsy “metaphors” or somethin’. So anyway, Cinnamon Toast Crunch Man defiantly opens up a can of whoop ass right before I give somebody a good wallowin’—I stopped at that there counter-dinin’ to pick up something to eat during the show. I picked me up a can of chewin’ tobacco, some chitlins, and a Coke with some of them “fancy Air-o-planes.”

How to tip a cow. I don’t know why we’re writin’ about it, because everybody at UGA (go Dawgs) knows how to do it. In Another Issue

By Ima “Red” Neck
Farm Staff Writer-Abouter

This weekend, the quilters are coming to Athens in one of the biggest events of the holiday season—the 69th annual Quilting and Other Accoutrements of Redneckdom Festival. Started in 1945, this Athens tradition attracts vendors from all over the South and even some from Florida. Originally this fair was designed to get farmers together to see what new equipment was available but has since turned into a giant redneck festival and Old South bazaar that hosts a variety of contests and displays.

One of the biggest events of the weekend will be the quilt showdown, where UGA students compete to make the most attractive, most complete quilt by participating in speed quiltin’ day morning with their pick-ups ed to compete so bad. There’s milkin’ a break, but I just wantin’ to see who can squeeze the most udders the fastest. Unfortunately, Sally Milksalot, reigning champion, is unable to compete this year because a recent bout of milker’s elbow has left herudder useless.

Another big event of the festival is the cow-milking contest, which always draws a big crowd of spectators. During this competition, dairy hands compete to see who can squeeze the most udders the fastest. Unfortunately, Sally Milksalot, reigning champion, is unable to compete this year because a recent bout of milker’s elbow has left herudder useless.

“Doctor said I was just prac- tin’ way to much. He kept tell- ing me I needed to rest and give milkin’ a break, but I just want- ed to compete so bad. There’s nothing like squeezing udders,” said Milksalot.

“Practice quiltin’ every day ’cus I have to uphold my family name,” said Prater, whose a 5th generation quilting champion. The Prater’s have been winners ever since the quilting competi- tion was introduced and have sold their prize-winning blan- kets at their shop in town, Good Knittin’. Founded by Prater’s great, great, great-grand- mother in 1948, Good Knittin’ is one of the most renowned quilting goods stores in Athens.

“We always sell out of knit- tin’ needles and quiltin’ yarn right before the big weekend,” said Mary Sue Prater, store manager. Before the big weekend, we been having scenario prac- tice for the past month, dealin’ with the whatif’s of a big brawl and five-time winner of the junior quilt showdown. “All these out-of-town folks come in lookin’ for the latest in quiltin’ trends and they know this is the place to come for the best goods.”

Although the festival does not officially begin until Saturday morning, people begin stream- ing into the fair grounds on Fri- day morning with their pick-ups and RV’s. “It’s just another excuse to drink beer and tailgate,” said Billy Bob Bowman, festival chair-elect.

“Like we even need an excuse.” If you didn’t know that there was this huge festival going on, you’d a thought the Dawgs was at home playin’ football,” said local festival-goer Cletus Lader- horn. “It gets right down crazy.”

This year, crowds expect to reach their highest level yet, but Limper is confident that every- thing will run smoothly.

“We ain’t worried. I mean we been havin’ scenario prac- tice for the past month, dealin’ with the whatif’s of a big brawl or of some crazy quilters and such, we’ll just be fine,” said Limper.

Not hairy or a potter
I thought this movie was going to be about farmers with lots of back hair, boy was I wrong. Keep Looking
This horrible movie isn’t about hairy men or gardeners

By Saucy McSauce
Other Movie Writer-Abouter

Title: Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone
Director: the guy who did Home Alone
Starring: a whole heap of folks from England who I couldn’t understand
Studio: The Warner Brothers
MPAA Rating: PG
Running time: too long
Rating: Zero Dawgs

I got one word to describe this movie: basically, it stunk as bad as my uncle Sal Willy’s new permanent because he had to wait so long to wash the thing-talk about stinking woooooeree.

I showed up at the premiere and the whole theatre stunk as bad as some Star Wars movie, but sure enough when the movie started, I was suddenly out of place. I sat through the whole movie and not once did I see a big hairy guy or his garden. I thought for sure with a name like Harry Potter, I’d be in for a wild flick like something straight out of the home and garden channel, but no, this movie was nothing like I expected.

It was all about this kid named Harry and no, he don’t have no garden. He don’t even got pots…well, maybe he’s on hash, but I dunno. I mean I really thought that I was going to get to see one of those crazy engineers that I keep hearing about, probably thinking this was some Star Wars movie. Am I a moron?

According to the marketing, it was all about the Greek to me. Least the filmmakers knew what those movie makers were thinking when they named this film. And the Harry dude wasn’t hairy at all. I mean I reckon if I’d a read the book, I’d have known that there warn’t no gardeners in the movie, but about the whole garden thing.

Well, someone must have been like, does this person come up to me and says man, I should have read the book before seeing the movie because it might have been better that way and then I thought, um what book?

I reckon if I’d a read the book, I might have known that there warn’t no gardeners in the movie, but about the only thing that I read these days is the label on my beer. And that was some gay mouth...make out what was being talked about but I was just more confused about the whole garden thing. I just don’t understand how Hollywooders can call a movie something but make it about something totally different. I mean what are we suppose to do? I’m an esteemed film critic here at U[sc]JGA and if I can’t even get a movie straight how is the viewing public supposed to?

Well, someone must have been like me because this person comes up to me and says man, I should have read the book before seeing the movie because it might have been better that way and then I thought, um what book?

I reckoned if I’d a read the book, I might have known that there warn’t no gardeners in the movie, but about the only thing that I read these days is the label on my beer. And that was more exciting than this here film. So, don’t go expecting anything about gardening because you will be disappointed.

Used Textbooks

- Dick and Jane on the farm $5.00
- 1+1=2 $1.00
- Fertility and Obstetrics in Cattle $100.00
- Cattle Lameness and Hoofcare: An Illustrated Guide $75.00

Please call me about these
Paint your car Bulldog red this weekend

By Merle Djibouti
Store-bought Stuff Writer-Abouter

When readying for the big UGA-Tech game this weekend, be sure to show your pride of the pound. And here’s a new way for us Dawgs to tell the world we’re the best: Spirit 3-D Foam!

Spirit 3-D Foam is available at your favorite Athens hangout (and mine), Wal*Mart. Yup, now when you take your cousin there for a date this Friday you can pick up a can of fun loving foam! Just imagine the look on her face when you take her down aisle 5 under the assumption of showing her Wal*Mart’s gun collection and surprise her with shelves full of spirited 3-D foam!

Spirit 3-D foam is spray-on and peel-off, which is good to make sure to protect the peeling cherry red topcoat of your ‘69 pick-up truck. Plus, since it’s nontoxic, you don’t have to worry about sweet Bessie the Cow, Herbert the Pig, or any other dear family members taking a deadly gnaw or lick off your clunker.

The research department here at the paper (thanks Billy Sue’s mom!!) conducted a survey at our area Wal*Mart on Thursday by standing hidden by the Spirit 3-D Foam display and noted people’s reaction to the product to gauge its commercial success. Excited UGA customer after excited UGA customer picked up their red and black cans of foam more than a week before the game. The research department noted that no difficulty was had in picking out the red and black foam among the variety of other bright colors available; those thoughtful Spirit 3-D Foam people made the color of the tops of the cans correspond to the color of the foam in the can, so you don’t have to be able to read in order to buy red and black. “The company must have gotten to known their customer well!”

Billie Rae, a fourth year freshman Kudzu Conservation major, says of the foam, “I’m so excited to be able to tell the world how great we here Dawgs be. I’ma put on my truck ‘Teck’s is gonn loose’ cuz I know they’s is. But if I can’t figger how to spell ‘Teck’ I’ma just gonn draw a circle with a slash thru a jacket. I figger if I could draw a pair of pants in my artism class, I can sho’ly draw a jacket with a zipper on it on my truck!”

Spirit 3-D Foam’s popularity is sure to skyrocket this week as we all prepare for the knock-your-corn-outta-the-field Tech-UGA football game this Saturday. I highly recommend it for every spirit lovin’ Dawg who wants to show the world which the reel smart school is – the one with the revolutionary peel-off foam, of course!

If you want some, y’all are gonna have to go to Wal*Mart, but since this is Athens, that shouldn’t be a problem.
I had me the most unbelievable…amazing thing happen to me the other they. I was down to the ‘Tasty Freeze’ gettin’ onea dem there vanilla milkshakes, when all of a sudden you wouldn’t believe…hihi…imagine who cum a walkin’ in. It was that there Michael Stipe feller from that band Rem. Now I knows that of some of you probably don’t believe…hihi…think I be tellin’ the truth, but I kid you not, it was really him. He went right up to the counter, and guess what he got. No, really, guess. Nope, not that guess. Again you’re gettin’ warmer. That’s right, he bought a vanilla milkshake, just like me. And if that wasn’t enough, guess what else? He was wearin’ jeans, just like me! Well, that there was all the proof I needed. This here was a sign from up above, and I had to heed it and change my life.

So I’m announcing, my wardrobe…shifted…droppin’ out of the Colonel Sanders school of poultry science at the esteemed University…University…UGA. After my seein’ how much me and Michael had in common, I’ve decided to start my own band. And we got a real gud name for it two.

---

Tight black pants in short supply

“I was at the Clarke County Mall, getting all my clothes that are in style here in Athens, and I was shocked that I couldn’t find the most important item on my list,” said freshman Ronnie studies major Jenna Lee Brooks of Warner Robins.

What was this important item? Tight black pants, of course. “I couldn’t find them at Express, Gap, or even Rave,” said Brooks.

“This makes me upset because I know I need some tight black pants to show off my curvaceous figure to all the upstanding gentlemen I see roaming around the campus here in Athens,” she added.

Here’s a problem faced by many freshmen here at the University of Georgia. Like all college freshmen, they want to blend in, and here that means owning many pairs of tight black pants and wearing them everywhere. Unfortunately, the massive amount of female freshmen desiring to purchase the garment has placed a large strain on the quantity available.

“We just can’t keep them on the shelves,” said Frank McCurl, manager/owner of Frank’s female clothing boutique in Athens.

“Every time a shipment of tight black pants comes in, it walks right out our doors, literally.”

Analysts have yet to find one definite source of the black pants shortage, but several theories exist. Dr. Jerry Williams, director of UGA’s Center for Clothing Purchase Research, has done multiple studies on the topic, and has come up with a scientific way to explain the crisis.

“This female student population has an inexplicable need to display their posteriors for all to see, particularly potential male suitors, and the pants sized much smaller than necessary is their chosen method of display,” he said.

When asked about the choice of black, Williams explained “black is supposed to be a slimming color, and for the most part it’s true, though I’ve yet to determine if this holds true here in Athens.”

Older University(sic) females are counting themselves lucky to have their own pants with the current shortage threatening the area. “These pants make me look hot, and I need that to attract me a boy,” said Amber Jenkins, 3rd year Farm Culture student.

“I know I won’t get a guy with my brains, personality, or hygiene, because I do go to school at UGA, but these pants can make up for it all,” she added.

Those without the pants are left to their own wits for their fashion decisions.

“I may just wear tight white pants and color them with the tar my daddy keeps in his woodshed,” said Sandy Patterson, freshman with an undecided major in the College of Poultry.

Some are giving up hope totally and are seen walking the campus in flannel blue jeans or even khakis, a thought that strikes terror into the hearts of most of the female students interviewed for this report. “I’d rather go naked than not wear my tight black pants,” said Jenkins.

One group of students, known as the We Need Tight Black Pants Dawgs has started two initiatives. The first is to graduate seniors to donate their tight black pants to incoming freshmen, and the second is to charter a plane from Athens to Beijing China, center of what’s known in many circles as “the tight black market.”

Both plans seem to be unfruitful, as graduation rates are dropping rapidly at the University(sic) and the We Need Tight Black Pants Dawgs have yet to find someone who can speak Chinese with their dealers.

The crisis of clothing for promiscuous U(sic)GA girls does not seem to be ending soon, as signs are pointing to future shortages of skinny, lycra pants, midriff-holing tops, and Wonderbras.

---

Remember:
No cattle at Saturday’s Fall Festival dance.

We don’t want a repeat of last year, ouch....
Bulldog starting fullback survives brush with anthrax

Although a false alarm, Verron Haynes demonstrates his quick-thinking survival skills

By Stephen Dix
Staff Writer

The Georgia Bulldog’s football practice at the team’s practice facility was delayed this past Monday for nearly two hours. One of the players, Senior runningback Verron Haynes, while on his way to the locker room happened to look down and notice a suspicious looking white powdery substance on the practice field. At first Haynes did not know what to do, but after an hour of staring down at the field decided to go over to the water cooler and pour water on his face. Agent Bryson Bellview Group Homes, quit out of frustration.

At that point Head Coach Mark Richt determined that the Feds should be called in to investigate. However, the FBI did not arrive at the Bulldogs practice field until around five in the afternoon. Agent William Bryson advised that “maybe the next time Richt needs the help of the FBI he should actually use the phone.”

The FBI were called in by a Georgia student Amy Joe Smith who reported that while on her mid-day jog just outside of the practice fields heard a chorus of football players and assistant coaches yelling “FBI, FBI.” Two miles down the road she called the bakery and reported the incident. The initially confused baker did not know who was on the phone or why Smith called him but relayed the message on to the proper authorities. “I had no clue who the person on the phone was or why the lady was telling me,” said the baker.

Once the FBI arrived, they started a field test of the substance. While the tests were going on several of the players and coaches were taken aside for questioning. When Haynes was pulled aside, it was immediately noted that he had some white powder on his face. Agent Bryson reported that “It appears that at one time before Richt was notified of the situation, Haynes attempted to snort the powder.”

Haynes claims that “I done trip and fall in it.” However the agents did not believe this once they found a straw with powder inside of it. After a complete field analysis, the FBI determined that the white substance unknown to the players was the goal line. An FBI agent who wished to remain anonymous stated that “it was highly unlikely that the team would encounter the substance again.”

Practice was then resumed and FBI Special Agents told the team that the only danger the powder might cause is respiratory distress if ingested. Fifteen minutes later Haynes realized what was said and fainted. He was later taken to the local hospital.

After the FBI departed, Richt demanded that the powder be removed from the field for “precautionary reasons,” and that “we don’t need none of that damn white stuff ‘round here.”

What was determined to be a chalk line will be replaced by some plastic poles that were found near the ends of the field. “It’s really weird how they were stacked together like that. It must be some type of joke from those Tech kids,” said Assistant Coach Bobby Akrworth.

Later that day one of the equipment managers, who lived at the Bellview Group Homes, quit out of frustration.

As of Wednesday, Haynes was in stable condition and should be able to return to his slack. Waiting him is his wife/cousin Bobby Joe, three and a half trucks and two pit bulls.

Medical doctors have not been able to determine the mental damage to Haynes, but assume it couldn’t be much.
Quincy Carter, shown here in a loss to Tech, won’t be an excuse for a Bulldogs loss this weekend. The quarterback, who was basically run out of Athens, was the Dallas Cowboys’ starting QB at the start of the season.

Agricultural economics students develop analytical methods to study resource allocation problems in agriculture, natural resources, and rural development. Students receive hands-on experience in price analysis, operations research, public program analysis, economic development, economic research, and public administration. Students are well-grounded in economic theory and conduct economic analysis through the use of microcomputers and case studies.

Will Kelly Campbell be back for the game?

The horticulture curriculum is designed to instruct and educate students in the application of basic principles to the propagation, culture, production, and postharvest physiology of ornamental plants, turfgrasses, fruits, vegetables, and flowers. The curriculum has the flexibility to allow a student to select courses in turf management (the culture and management of turfgrasses on golf courses, recreational areas, and home lawns); floriculture/woody-ornamentals (including the use of plants indoors for aesthetic, therapeutic, as well as pollution abatement purposes); and fruit and vegetable production and management.

How much of a factor will Georgia’s big game experience be?

The thriving dairy industry in Georgia is an important segment of the agricultural economy. The modern industry requires personnel trained in business, economics, and management as well as the traditional dairy science courses. Courses of a more basic nature may be emphasized by students who desire careers in science-related fields or who wish to pursue graduate or professional study. This major is highly recommended for persons planning to enter a program of study in veterinary medicine.

All answers ©2000 University of Georgia / College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences

**football forecast**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>name</th>
<th>picks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jody Shaw</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Lorio</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Wiggins</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Cornish</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Smith</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keith Becker</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Santelli</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeff Lev</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark Nelson</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Rouse</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Oxford</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Can you top me, Matthew Bryan, Editor-in-Chief

http://www.nique.net/footballforecast
Georgia to complete landscaping inside Sanford Stadium

By David Crispin
Staff Writer

University of Georgia President Michael F. Adams announced that the school is moving forward in its plans to continue the landscaping at Sanford Stadium. According to Adams, the school will be making several landscaping improvements. “The shrubs were only the beginning. By this time next year, I plan on seeing University of Georgia touchdowns in front of an Oriental Garden and a waterfall created by Lighthouse Landscaping,” said Adams.

The renovations, expected to run close to 2 million dollars, will also add a host of perennials, 12 Georgia pines, 3 magnolias, and over 50 holly bushes. The waterfall is expected to become the centerpiece of the Sanford stadium landscaping design. UGA is purchasing the waterfall kit from The Water Garden, serving East Tennessee since 1987. They have decided to purchase the Waterfall and Coping Kit 700 that includes 30 feet of artificial coping stone, a waterfall border, and a waterfall slate. They plan on purchasing Crystal Clear, a biological clarifier that helps control algae. Available in water sol-uble bags, the bacteria and enzymes in biological clarifier remove ammonia, nitrate, and sludge from the pond.

“Initially, we were worried that the pond would look muddy, but we were assured the falls are not that hard to maintain,” said Head Groundskeeper Bob Trey.

Georgia Head Coach Mark Richt applauds the changes. “This is just another recruiting tool that we possess,” said Richt. “I can think of few things that will be more intimidating that walking into Sanford stadium and seeing some Ageratum along the 30-yard line and maybe some swamp mallow in one of the end zones.”

Fans have been waiting the final landscaping for years. Plans were made in the beginning to add a rock garden, but funds were low when the shrubs were installed. However, thanks to recent alumni donations the realization of the landscaping dreams became possible.

The school received $3 million from an unknown donor with the intent of making the field of Sanford Stadium complete.
UGA VI suspended for drug violations

By David Janes

by the numbers

0-3

Georgia’s three year record against in-state rival Georgia Tech

UGA VI, seen here in a file photo after a heavy night of drinking, has struggled under the pressure of being Georgia’s mascot. The canine has had to live in the paw prints of his famous father, creatively named UGA V. UGA VI’s, who has been known by Clint Eastwood.

UGA VI is scheduled to take the first shit on the field.

terance Edwards accepted the red flag from the gang are out looking at a wedding planner who says Lopez is most inspiring than the first shit on the field.

Wedding Planner source of inspiration for receiver Terrance Edwards

By Justin Franks

Terrance Edwards, University of Georgia starting receiver, revealed yesterday his fondness for the movie Wedding Planner, starring Jennifer Lopez and Matthew McConaughey.

Sometimes I watch the movie on my DVD player given to me by…my mom,” said Edwards. “I think it really showed the competitiveness the female figure can bring out in a man,” said Edwards. The starting receiver has been known as a host of Wedding Planner memorabilia. He has two movie posters hanging above his dorm room bunk bed and last week purchased “those plastic bride and groom things that go on top of the cake” at a local bridal store. He also purchased the script for $23.99 on Amazon.com.

Edwards, who expects his football career to hit the fan sooner or later, has given considerable thought to being a wedding planner when he graduates from Georgia.

“I like picturing myself in those many situations she got involved in and imagining what I would do,” said the Bulldog. “I’d be lying if I said I didn’t walk around in my dorm room pretending to arrange San Francisco’s biggest wedding.”

There are few things more inspiring than watching this love-struck couple get on the entrance ramp of the road to love.”

Terrance Edwards

On Lopez and McConaughey

UGA President Michael Adams has announced the rest of the landscaping plan at Sanford Stadium.

bultdog survives scare

Bulldog Verron Haynes found a mysterious white powdery substance and he survived to tell the amazing story.

By Bill Allen

UGA President Michael Adams has announced the rest of the landscaping plan at Sanford Stadium.

Terrance Edwards is tackled in Georgia’s loss against Tech last season. The wide receiver has grown very fond of the movie Wedding Planner.
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Edwards, who expects his football career to hit the fan sooner or later, has given considerable thought to being a wedding planner when he graduates from Georgia.

“I like picturing myself in those many situations she got involved in and imagining what I would do,” said the Bulldog. “I’d be lying if I said I didn’t walk around in my dorm room pretending to arrange San Francisco’s biggest wedding.”

There are few things more inspiring than watching this love-struck couple get on the entrance ramp of the road to love.”
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On Lopez and McConaughey